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George F. Will it,-5-ret 

George Bush: Political Ambitions... 

When nominated to be Director of the 
Central Intelligence Agency, George Bush 
said he did not think that being Director 
would forever prevent him from seeking 
political office. Obviously he hopes it will 
not, and his hope was stroked by President 
Ford's declaration that Bush is not ex-
cluded from consideration as his 1978 
running mate. 

Bush may not have to worry about a CIA 
attachment becoming a political handicap. 
The Senate may refuse to confirm him. 

Like some other-exCongressmen (he 
served two terms), Bush is one of Mr. 
Ford's guys, which is fine. But at.the.CIA 
he would be the wrong kind of guy at the 
wrong place at the worst possible time. 

The CIA is under a cloud of .dark 
suspicion based on proven misdeeds. The 
suspicion is that the CIA is a threat to civil 
liberties, and perhaps to tranquillity, 
because it is insubordinate or otherwise 
immune to proper control. 

But lack of control over the CIA is no 
longer the gravest problem. Congress, 
awakened from its long sleep, is alert to its 
oversight duties. And the executive 
branch, having been reminded of the law, 
can keep the CIA operating this side of 
criminality. 

Today the most pressing problem is not 
to prevent the CIA from doing what is 
forbidden. Rather, the problem is to see 
that it does what it is supposed to do, which 
is gather and report accurate information. 

But gathering and reporting are dif-
ferent operations. And it is possible to 
imagine situations in which the CIA would 
be pressured to suppress inconvenient 
information, or to report things convenient 
to the political purposes of an ad-
ministration. 

Imagine an administration looking to the 
next election and determined to celebrate 
detente as.its finest achievement Imagine 
that the administration is excessively 
anxious to achieve another strategic arms 
agreement with the Soviet Union. 

Suppose the administration trium-
phantly signed an agreement limiting the 
number of strategic vehicles—missiles 
and bombers—on each side. Critics might 
say the limit is a false ceiling. Critics 
might charge that the limit is as high as 
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limit agreed to at Vladivostok.) 
Then the administration would ap-

preciate a CIA report arguing that the 

Soviet Union has theability to surpass the 
limit in the near future, and would do so if 
there were no agreement. 

Or suppose the administration wanted 
an intelligence report minimizing this or 
that verification problem—say, the dif-
ficulty of verifying Soviet compliance with 
range limits on cruise missiles. 

Or suppose the administration could get 
a CIA report supporting the hitherto un-
supported Soviet contention that the Soviet 
Backfire bomber—which can deliver 
nuclear weapons over intercontinental 
distances—nevertheless lacks the 
strategic significance, and should not 
count against the Soviet total of 2,400 
strategic vehicles permitted by the 
Vladivostok agreement. Such a CIA 
report would concede a Soviet point 
without seeming to be a concession, and 
could grease the skids for a pre-election 
agreement. 

Recent events have made it wise to 
worry about the possibility that the CIA 
will become compliant to political 
pressures in reporting intelligence in, 
formation, especially information that 
might tarnish the image of detente. 

Defense Secretary Schlesinger, an 
apolitical man, was the foremost critic 
within the administration of Secretary 
Kissinger's policy in negotiating with the 
Soviet Union—sometimes called "the 
policy of preemptive concession." Mr. 
Ford wants to replace Schlesinger with 
Donald Rumsfeld, another vice 
presidential aspirant. Thus it is all the 
more imperative that the CIA be run by a 
man not susceptible to political con-
siderations or pressures. 

The problem with Bush is less that he 
has a political past than that he so ob-
viously and avidly wants to have a political 
future. 

As chairman of the Republican National 
Committee during Watergate Bush was 
very considerate about the man who ap-
pointed him. In spite of all the available 
evidence, he never expressed independent 
judgments inconvenient to Richard Nixon. 

It might be rash to expect Bush to 
display at the CIA a capacity for politically 
inconvenient independence in judging 
intelligence. That is why the Senate may 
ask Mr. Ford for another -.orn I nee. 



Rowland Evans and Robert Novak  

...And Overlooked Political Realities 
The wholly predictable storm over 

President Ford's nomination of former 
Republican National Chairman George 
Bush to head the CIA has forced the White 
House into a dangerously overdue 
calculation of political realities, with with-
drawal of the nomination now a possibility. 

The political realities, apparently never 
considered by the President or the very 
few top aides privy to his secret plans to 
replace Central Intelligence Director 
William Colby with Bush, boll down to this 
essential: to avoid possible refusal of the 
strongly Democratic Senate to confirm 
Bush, he or President Ford must ab-
solutely rule out any possibility of Bush 
winding up as Mr. Ford's Vice 
Presidential running mate. 

Such a condition has now reached the 
stage of gospel inside the Democratic 
Senate establishment, and particularly 
with Democrats on the Senate Armed 
Services Committee. Although Sen. John 
Stennis, conservative chairman of the 
Committee, has said nothing at all, in-
timates of the highly influential 
Mississippian fully agree that all Vice 
Presidential doors must be closed to Bush 
to avoid an inflammatory confirmation 
battle. 

Failure of the President to consider this 
aspect of his appointment of Bush, a highly 
regarded and extremely popular 
politician, was further exacerbated during 
Mr. Ford's appearance on Meet the Press 
last Sunday. Instead of seeking to calm the 
roiled waters when asked if he should not 
eliminate both Bush and Secretary of 
Defense-designate Donald Rumsfeld from 
all consideration for second place on the 
1976 Republican ticket, Mr. Ford bristled. 

"I don't think people with talent...ought 
to be excluded from any further public 
service," he replied coolly. 

Thus, the President's gravely mistaken 
reading of the political impact of the 
Sunday morning Massacre continues in his 
failure to perceive that to the controlling 
Democrats on Capitol Hill (and many 
Republicans as we'll, the Director of CIA 
must be above political suspicion. 

But some Presidential aides are more 
keenly tuned in to Congressional 
frequencies. It is no accident that even 
though Bush's nomination has been for-
mally sent to the Senate for confirmation 
hearings, no hearings are now scheduled 
for several weeks at best—and possibly not 
until next year. 	 - 

That raises the question of a deliberate 
stall, based on the President's suddenly-
expressed desire to keep Bush at his 
present post in Peking at least until Mr. 
Ford's China trip. If, as presently 
assumed, Mr. Ford goes to China within 
the next month, Bush would not be 
available, for his confirmation hearing 
until well into December.  

With Congress eyeing either December 
12 or December 19 for the start of the 
Christmas recess, it now looks doubtful 
that Bush could be confirmed before next 
year. By then, With far deeper un-
derstanding of the anti-Bush sentiment, 
the President could make another mid-
course correction, giving Bush a different 
post that would keep him available for a 
possible Vice Presidential nomination next 
summer (the-job Mr. Ford came within a 
whisker of giving Bush instead of Nelson 
Rockefeller last years and naming some 
one else to succeed Colby. 

Precisely that probability was instantly 
perceived by Capitol Hill operatives when 
Mr. Ford summoned Colby back to the 
White House last week and asked him to 
stay at the CIA until a successor had been 
confirmed by the Senate. Earlier, when 
Colby left Mr. Ford's oval office on the 
morning of Sunday, Nov. 2. he was 
preparing to pack out of the CIA instantly. 

Still one of Washington's darker 
mysteries is why the President'chose to 
put the long-suffering Bush through such a 
wringer without understanding the 
political realities. White House aides 
normally involved with CIA affairs, in-
cluding the Congressional probes, knew 
nothing of Colby's sudden sacking or his 
replacement by Bush until too late. 

Indeed, on top of the CIA's long misery is 
the grip of Congressional investigations 
and press exposes, the Bush nomination is 
regarded by some intelligence experts as 
another grave morale deflator. They 
reason that any identified politician, no 
matter how resolved to be politically pure, 
would aggravate the CIA's credibility gap. 
Instead of an identified politician like 
Bush—former Member of the House, 
twice-defeated Senate nominee from 
Texas and Vice Presidential aspirant 
—what is needed they feel, is a respected 
non-politician, perhaps from business or 
the academic world. 

Not all experts agree. One former CIA 
official wants the CIA placed under 
political leadership capable of working 
closely with Congress. But even that 
distinctly minority position rebels against 
any Presidential scenario that looks to the 
CIA as possible stepping-stone to the Vice 
Presidential nomination. 


